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ABSTRACT: Recommendation system has been widely
used in various types of e-commerce sites. One of the
most successful examples is the collaborative filtering
algorithm.  However, the traditional algorithms only aim at
accuracy and ignore these factors closely related with
customer satisfaction, such as novelty etc. In this paper,
we defined novelty of item from the perspective of the
users, designed the corresponding offline experiment
scheme and evaluation metrics. The dissimilarity and the
time-popularity were embedded in the traditional
collaborative filtering algorithm, the ability of predicting
user’s future needs and coverage of recommended list
were obviously improved, and the ability of recommended
long tail items were also enhanced.
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1. Introduction

With the development of information technology and ap-

plication of the Internet, people gradually transferred from
the time of information scarcity to the time of information
overload [1-3]. Nowadays, it is a very challenging prob-
lem to choose the right product to the right customer.
Recommendation system is the same as search engine
in order to help users quickly and efficiently find valuable
information. Recommender systems do not require users
to provide specific requirements. Through analysis of us-
ers’ past behavior, model user preference automatically
provides users’ need and interested information. Now, al-
most all the major e-commerce systems such as Ama-
zon, e-Bay, etc., used various recommendation systems
to varying degrees. Recommendation systems also have
several advantages, including increasing the probability
of cross-selling, establishing customer loyalty, and
fulûlling customers’ needs by presenting products of pos-
sible interest to them [4].

By far, there are many recommendation algorithms in
recommendation system, such as Collaborative
Filtering(CF) [5-6], Content-based Recommendation [7],
Latent Factor Model [8], Heat Conduction[9], Mass
diffusion [10], Tag-based Filtering [11] and so on.
Collaborative filtering is the most successful and widely
used recommendation technology in E-commerce
recommender systems, and has been widely used in many
E-commerce web sites, e.g. Amazon.com [12], and other
applications, e.g. mobile commerce [13], E-learning [14],
digital library [15].

In most cases, recommended list contains a lot of similar
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projects in recommendation system. One major issue with
accuracy metrics is their inability to capture the broad
aspects of users’ satisfaction, hiding several blatant flaws
in existing systems [16].Torres suggested that differences
in language and cultural background influenced users’
satisfaction [17]. Swearingern and Sinha examined how
usefulness, novelty and usability are related to users’
satisfaction by means of a questionnaire survey and
reported that they are significantly correlated [18]. Users’
satisfaction with recommender systems is related not only
to how accurately the system recommends but also to
how much it supports the user’s decision making. Users
will be more satisfied if recommender system suggests
unexpected items that are relevant to the users’
preferences [19]. Recommending relevant items alone,
though, is often not suûcient to satisfy user expectations,
but other characteristics, such as diversity, novelty,
serendipity and trust must be considered as well [20-22].

In this paper, we investigated novel recommendation of
user-based collaborative filtering. Section 2 reviews related
work on novelty in recommendation system. Section 3
defines novelty of item and designs offline experiment,
section 4 evaluates novel recommendation in traditional
user-based collaborative filtering algorithm, we embed
dissimilarity variable into user-based collaborative filtering
algorithm and evaluate recommended result in section 5;
in section 6 we embed dissimilarity and unknown variables
into user-based collaborative filtering algorithm and
evaluate recommended result. We conclude in Section 7
with ûnal remarks and our plan for future research.

2. Related work of novel recommendation

Novel recommendation has recently attracted more and
more attention from both academy and industry. There is
no unified definition about noveltyÿtherefore, novel
recommendation algorithms are different with respect to
the definition of novelty.

Novel recommendation is simply understood as recomme-
nded items users unknown; hence the simplest way to
novel recommend is to filter items in profile of the user.
Although this method is simple and less system resources,
but items in profile of the user is less proportion of all
items, making result less effective. Ensuring a certain
degree of accuracy increased novel recommendation is
the focus of research scholars.

The algorithm based on popularity is the most currently
used method. Shani, G suggested novelty can be taken
into account be using an accuracy metric where the
system does not get the same credit for correctly predicting
popular items as it does when it correctly predicts non-
popular items [23]. Through such adjustment can increase
the possibility of recommended unpopular items. Ziegleret
al. [24] and Celma etc. [25] also used accuracy measures
that take popularity into account. Jinoh, Oh proposed an
efficient novel-recommendation method called Personal
Popularity Tendency Matching (PPTM) which recommends

novel items by considering an individual’s Personal
Popularity Tendency (or PPT) [26].

Herlocker suggested to create a list of “obvious”
recommendations and to remove the obvious ones from
each recommendation list before presenting it to users. A
disadvantage of this approach is that the list of obvious
items might be different from each user, since each person
has had different experiences in the past. An alternative
would combine what is known about the user’s tastes
with what is known about the community’s tastes [27].
Hijikata,Y suggested that using the ratings of acquaintance
calculates the probability that a user knows an unrated
item [28].

Weng et al. suggested a taxonomy-based RS that utilizes
hot topic detection using association rules to improve
novelty and quality of recommendations. To better capture
user’s range of tastes [29], Mi Zhang and Neil Hurley
proposed to partition the user profile into clusters of similar
items and compose the recommendation list of items that
match well with each cluster, rather than with the entire
user profile, and evaluate a number of partitioning strategies
in combination with a dimension reduction strategy [30].

Traditional recommendation algorithms only take into
account the contributions of similar users, thus, they tend
to recommend popular items for users. W. Zeng proposed
a recommendation algorithm by considering both the
effects of similar and dissimilar users under the frame
work of collaborative filtering. The algorithm to some extent
is to remove popular items [31].

3. Define novelty and design offline experiment

3.1 Definition of novelty
Definition of novelty is a crucial role and basis for novel
recommendation. From the analysis of research status
described above, researchers for the definition of novelty
are not the same according to research field and data
characteristics, and algorithm design of novel
recommendation is also different.

According to Wordnet dictionary (http://wordnet.princeton.
edu), novel(adj.) has two senses: “new–original and of a
kind not seen before”; and “refreshing–pleasantly new or
different”. Likewise, familiar (adj.) is defined as “well known
or easily recognized”. According to the definition of novel
words,“Novel item” Should have the following three
characteristics:

(1) Unknown: The item is unknown to the user;

(2) Satisfactory: The item is satisfied for the user;

(3) Dissimilarity: The item is dissimilar to items in profile
of the user.

Recommendation system explicitly obtaining nformation
about unknown and satisfactory of items will seriously
destroy user experience, so we only infer the possibility
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of unknown and satisfactory of items through profile of
user. Suppose dis (i, prof

u
) is dissimilarity between item i

and the set of items in user’s profile, the definition of novelty
as follows [32]:

Novelty (i, u) = p (i | like, u)  × p (i | unknown, u)
× dis (i, prof

u
)

Traditional recommendation algorithm is mainly forecast
the possibility of the user like the item by modeling user’s
preferences. It considered the first aspect of the novelty.
In this work, we gradually embed dissimilarity and
unknown variables in the traditional algorithm to explore
methods of how to enhance the novel recommendation of
user-based collaborative filtering.

3.2 Offline experiment of novel recommendation
In Traditional experiment, researchers hide a part of rated
data and use recall and precision metrics to evaluate the
result of recommendation system. It is reasonable to
suppose hided items meet user’s preferences, but ignores
the following points: the item meeting the user’s
preferences is not always the user’s need; hided items
were known to users. From the essence of the
recommendation system, the ideal state is that the
recommended item is the user’s next need. Therefore the
experiment design and evaluation metrics must consider
the factor of time. Therefore, we use user behavior data
set with a timestamp, and set a time point to divide into
two subsets. For users, items rated before the time point
are known to users, recommending these items is
meaningless. It is reasonable to suppose these items
that rated high score by the user after the time point are
novelty to the user. According to the above ideas we
designed evaluation metric (Formula 2).

Novelty = Recall
a
 − Recall

b

=
| Recomm

u
 ∩ Hide

after
 | | Recomm

u
 ∩ Hide

before
 |

| Hide
after | Hide

before

−

Where Recomm
u
 is recommended items set of user u,

Hide
after

 and Hide
before

 respectively is hided items set of
rated after and before the time point. Recall

b
 is the recall

of traditional experiment, Recall
a
 represents accuracy

metric of predicting the user’s demand in the future. The
number of recommended list is very limited, we want to
the recommended list include more items meeting the
user’s future need and less items user known, it is
implication of the metric ‘Novelty’. Meanwhile, the average
popularity (formula 3) and coverage (formula 4) act as
reference metrics of novelty.

Avg_pop =
Σu ∈ U Σ i ∈Recommu

pop
i

Σ u ∈ U | Recomm
u 

|

Coverage =
Σ u ∈ U Recomm

u 
||

| I |

Where pop
i
 is rated times of item i, U is user set and l is

item set. The two metrics measure the ability of
recommended long tail items, also are reflections of novel
recommendation.

In our experiment, we used MovieLens RecSys2011 data
set which includes 855598 rated data of 2113 users to
10197 films with timestamp. There are 405 rated data of
each user and 84.6 rated data of each movie on average,
rated score range is from 1to 5 points, the higher score
represents that the user more liked the movies. We used
the last 300 days of data as R

a 
(items set rated after the

time pont), the rest data as R
b
(items set rated before the

time pont). The R
b
 included 641600 rated data, The R

a

which be weed out users and movies not be in R
b
 included

36266 rated data. We randomly hided 36266 rated data
in R

b
 and used it as training data, used the hided data in

R
a
 and R

b
 as test data in our experiment. The following

test results are mean values after repeat 5 times
experiment.

4. Novel recommendation of the traditional user-
based CF

In the traditional user-based CF algorithm, first convert {R
(u, i, t)} to UI matrix, afterwards calculate similarity between
user to user, finally recommend items which the nearest
neighbor of the user liked. In this paper, we used pearson
correlation coefficient (formula 5) to calculate similarity
between users, and used formula 6 to predict score, finally
recommended N items to the user according to rank of
predict score.

Sim (x, y) = Pearson (x, y)

I (x, y)
1 Σ i ∈ I (X, Y) (x

i
 − x) (y

i
 − y)

I (x, y)
1 Σ i ∈ I (x, y) (x

i
 − x)2

I (x, y)
1 Σ i ∈ I (x, y) (y

i
 − y)2

=

_ _

__

Predict (i − u)  =Σ n ∈ neigh (u, K)
sim (u, n) r

ik

I (x, y) = | I
x 
 ∪  I

y 
|

Top (N, u) = {i ∈ I  
| Rank (i, Predict (i, u)) ≤ N}

Recomm (N, u) = Top (N, u)

Where neigh (u, K) represents K users are most similar to
the user u, lx is rated items of user x, Rank (i, Predict (i,
u)) is predicting score ranking of item i, Recomm (N, u) is
recommended N items to the user u. The table 1, 2 and
figure 2,3 are the experimental result of the traditional
user-based CF algorithm.

Although the traditional collaborative filtering algorithm can
better reflect the user’s preferences, but items user known
occupies a large part. The ability of predicting user’s need
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is relatively weak, and such gap is bigger with the increase
of number of recommended. These phenomena can’t be
observed if using traditional accuracy metric. Avg_pop also
reflects traditional algorithms seriously tend to recommend
hot items. The duplication of the recommended items for
different is very high, thus led to coverage is low. The
accuracy has a certain degree of improvement with the
increase of the number of neighbor, but novelty has no M

n
 − M

s

| M
n 
|

M =

Figure 2. Novel recommendation of the traditional user-based
CF plotted against the number of recommended items (K = 20)

5. Novel recommendation embedded Dissimilarity

There are many methods to calculate dissimilarity, such
as Zhang.Y listed three way to measure dissimilarity:
Set Difference, Geometric Distance and Distributional
Similarity [36]. Measuring novelty of the item to the user
can adopt average distance (formula 11) or minimum
distance (formula 12) between the item to items in user’s
profile [33-37], we adopt minimum distance in this work.

obvious change and coverage comes down very much.
We used the result of the traditional algorithm as reference
in these following experiments, The result of following
experiments will be present to use formula 10 to calculate
it’s amplitude of change. Where M

n
 and M

s
 respectively

represents new experimental data and reference test data.

Figure 3. Novel recommendation of the traditional user-
based CF plotted against the number of neighbor (K = 20)

We amplified the threshold of p (i | like, u) to 2N. The results
of the experiment are shown table 3, 4 and figure 4, 5.
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N Recall_a Recall_b Novelty Avg_pop Coverage

20 0.0570 0.1485 −0.0915 750.97 0.0644

40 0.0932 0.2245 −0.1313 687.00 0.0946

60 0.1254 0.2735 −0.1481 643.28 0.1186

80 0.1478 0.3176 −0.1698 609.37 0.1420

100 0.1684 0.3525 −0.1840 581.36 0.1605

120 0.1885 0.3799 −0.1914 557.30 0.1758

140 0.2062 0.4083 −0.2021 536.64 0.1938

160 0.2224 0.4319 −0.2094 518.17 0.2108

180 0.2380 0.4539 −0.2158 501.78 0.2294

200 0.2535 0.4752 −0.2217 486.69 0.2489

Table 1. Novel recommendation of the traditional user-based CF (K = 20)

Recomm (N, u) = {i ∈ I  
| Rank (i, score (i, u)) ≤ N}

Figure 4. Novel recommendation of the algorithm embedded dissimi-
larity plotted against the number of recommended items (K = 20)

K Recall_a Recall_b Novelty Avg_pop Coverage

20 0.0570 0.1485 −0.0915 750.97 0.0644

40 0.0591 0.1543 −0.0952 779.90 0.0474

60 0.0603 0.1582 −0.0978 790.35 0.0422

80 0.0605 0.1566 −0.0960 796.65 0.0382

100 0.0584 0.1567 −0.0984 800.46 0.0367

Table 2. Novel recommendation of the
traditional user-based CF (N = 20)

score (i, u) 
i ∈ 

Top (2N, u)
 = Predict (i, u) × dis (i, u)

The improvement of novelty is greater than the decline of
the ability of predicting user’s need when dissimilarity
embedded in the algorithm, the coverage and the avg_pop
get certain of improvement. Novelty has no improve and
coverage quickly declines with the increase of the number
of neighbor.

figure 6 shows novelty tend to be stable when the threshold

of p (i | like, u) more than 100 because predict (i, u) quickly
declines along with the drop in ranking and the change of
dissimilarity does not affect the recommendation results.

6. Novel recommendation embedded unknown and
dissimilarity

At present many researchers adopt popularity to measure
the unknown of the item, the lower popularity of the item
the less probability of it is known [38-40]. In this paper,
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Figure 5. Novel recommendation of the algorithm embedded
dissimilarity  plotted against the number of neighbor (N = 20)

N Recall_a Recall_b Novelty Avg_pop Coverage

20 −0.0577 −0.0815 0.0776 −0.0362 0.1677

40 −0.0490 −0.0922 0.0879 −0.0400 0.1533

60 −0.0331 −0.0607 0.0849 −0.0399 0.1686

80 −0.0169 −0.0545 0.0872 −0.0390 0.1331

100 −0.0048 −0.0545 0.0995 −0.0371 0.1321

120 −0.0202 −0.0397 0.0590 −0.0355 0.1553

140 −0.0228 −0.0429 0.0638 −0.0346 0.1569

160 −0.0009 −0.0377 0.0759 −0.0330 0.1584

180 0.0025 −0.0335 0.0728 −0.0323 0.1504

200 −0.0008 −0.0354 0.0744 −0.0310 0.1374

Table 3. Novel recommendation of algorithm embedded dissimilarity (K = 20)

Figure 6. Novel recommendation of the algorithm embedded dissimi-
larity  plotted against the threshold of   p (i | like, u) (N = 20, K = 20)
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K Recall_a Recall_b Novelty Avg_pop Coverage

20 −0.0577 −0.0815 0.0776 −0.0362 0.1677

40 −0.0527 −0.1011 0.1071 −0.0367 0.2468

60 −0.0507 −0.1081 0.1166 −0.0366 0.2417

80 −0.0488 −0.1060 0.1177 −0.0366 0.2565

100 −0.0401 −0.1040 0.1463 −0.0367 0.2616

Table 4. Novel recommendation of
algorithm embedded dissimilarity (N = 20)

 p (i | unknown, u) = − log (1 + pop
i
)

popularity pop
i
 is defined as the number of item rated, p (i

| unknown, u) is calculated using formula 15. Still using
the above ideas, we amplified the threshold of p (i | like, u)
to 2N, and then embedded the dissimilarity and the
unknown into the calculation of recommended score
(formula 16). The results of the experiment are shown in
table 5 and figure 7.

= Predict (i, u) × dis (i, u) × (i | unknown, u)

score (i, u) 
i ∈ 

Top (2N, u)

Figure 7. Novel recommendation of the algorithm embedded dissimilarity
and unknown plotted against the number of recommended items (K = 20)

N Recall_a Recall_b Novelty Avg_pop Coverage

20 −0.2965 −0.3771 0.4284 −0.2444 0.4519

40 −0.2972 −0.4285 0.5217 −0.2918 0.4757

60 −0.3301 −0.4282 0.5111 −0.3233 0.4680

80 −0.3207 −0.4304 0.5253 −0.3458 0.4662

100 −0.3153 −0.4287 0.5321 −0.3632 0.5321

120 −0.3220 −0.4285 0.5334 −0.3764 0.6109

140 −0.3177 −0.4347 0.5542 −0.3874 0.6146

160 −0.3112 −0.4353 0.5669 −0.3961 0.6357

180 −0.3143 −0.4329 0.5635 −0.4032 0.6665

200 −0.3254 −0.4348 0.5598 −0.4092 0.6770

Table 5. Novel recommendation of algorithm
embedded dissimilarity and unknown (K= 20)

After embedded unknown into the algorithm, the novelty
of recommendation result gets obvious improvement, the
coverage and the avg_pop are also greatly improved, but
the accuracy drops relatively large. Using popularity as a
measure of user unknown although has certain rationality,

but is too rough. From the theory of product life cycle can
be seen, most users are only known and accepted after
the products entering the mature stage, nevertheless, in
the growth stage of the product is perceived slow.
Therefore, we will consider time factor into the calculation

Recall_a Recall_b Novelty Coverage
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Figure 8. Novel recommendation of the algorithm embedded dissimilarity and
time-popularity plotted against the number of recommended items (K = 20)

N Recall_a Recall_b Novelty Avg_pop Coverage

20 −0.2175 −0.3508 0.4339 −0.2170 0.4363

40 −0.2264 −0.3880 0.5027 −0.2614 0.4672

60 −0.2329 −0.3996 0.5409 −0.2925 0.4553

80 −0.2192 −0.4033 0.5636 −0.3148 0.4620

100 −0.2013 −0.4034 0.5880 −0.3319 0.5252

120 −0.1989 −0.4085 0.6149 −0.3453 0.6041

140 −0.1925 −0.4178 0.6477 −0.3567 0.6084

160 −0.1848 −0.4191 0.6676 −0.3657 0.6300

180 −0.1895 −0.4199 0.6738 −0.3729 0.6587

200 −0.1913 −0.4200 0.6820 −0.3795 0.6697

Table 6. Novel recommendation of the algorithm
embedded dissimilarity and time-popularity (K=20)

N Recall_a Recall_b Novelty Avg_pop Coverage

20 0.0947 −0.7825 1.3301 −0.7096 3.4425

40 0.0300 −0.7416 1.2894 −0.6955 3.4693

60 −0.0518 −0.7133 1.2735 −0.6831 3.3702

80 −0.0392 −0.6880 1.2527 −0.6714 3.1275

100 −0.0523 −0.6633 1.2223 −0.6605 2.9526

120 −0.0663 −0.6423 1.2095 −0.6497 2.8294

140 −0.0718 −0.6294 1.1979 −0.6392 2.6465

160 −0.0710 −0.6147 1.1920 −0.6291 2.4924

180 −0.0798 −0.5948 1.1627 −0.6193 2.3191

200 −0.0828 −0.5795 1.1470 −0.6093 2.1394

Table 7. Novel recommendation of optimization
calculation using maximum novelty as target (K = 20)
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novelty have been significantly improved. With the
recommended amount increased, the degree of the
increase is more obvious, which shows accuracy and
novelty maybe directly proportional to the threshold of p (i
| like, u). We used maximum novelty as target, and the
threshold of p (i | like, u) as variable to optimization
calculate. The results of the experiment are shown in table
7 and figure 9.

Figure 9. Novel recommendation of optimization calculation using maximum
novelty as target plotted against the threshold of  p (i | like, u) (K = 20)

After optimization calculation, the accuracy of predicting
user’s future needs is above the traditional algorithm,
novelty is from negative to positive. The result of
recommendation is eliminated greatly user known item,
coverage and avg_pop are significantly improved. Therefore,
the proposed algorithm embedded dissimilarity and time-
popularity can improve recommendation quality, so as to
promote the user’s satisfaction. We also experimented
against another variable K (the number of neighbor),
despite accuracy and novelty have a certain degree of
improvement, but the decline of coverage is too obvious.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we defined novelty of item from the
perspective of the user, and designed the corresponding
offline experiment scheme and evaluation metrics. The
dissimilarity factor and the time-popularity factor were
blended in the traditional collaborative filtering algorithm.
The ability of predicting the future needs of the user’s and
coverage of recommended list was improved, and the ability
of recommended long tail items was also enhanced.

We also studied the analysis of the item. Although time-
popularity can better identify outdated popular items, but
it still cannot accurately present the division of product
life cycle, and this will be our future research. For different

pop
iT

 = ∑ t ≤ T
(1 + α  (T − t)) | {r (u, i, t) ∈ R}

of popularity, increase the weight of the past rated (formula
17), this can be a good judge of mature popular goods.
We call pop

iT
 as Time-popularity. The results of the

experiment are shown in table 7 and figure 8.

As shown in the above experiment results, accuracy and

users, the same item’s novel perception is not the same.
For example, the user is often the leader and innovator in
his/her very interested fields, conversely is the recipient.
In the future we will also analyze the user types of
accepting new items, so as to make the recommendation
results more relevant.
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